
OUR YOUNG FOLKS. 
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I know a naughty little boy 

Who lives in Mischief Land, 
Of all the elves in Mischief Town 

He's captain of the band, 

At early morn he's at the desk 

And has his father's Ink, 
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Deliberate Purpose in Animals. 

An incident, which 

11s 

very 

ruffle 

some little time 

KiOWs amusing 

it animals are subject to feelings 

which 

of 
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like those occasionally 

the bosons men, occurred 

ago the Jardin des 

in Paris, 
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and 
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in publ 
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by a new arrival--a 

camel was the lat 
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elephant prepared for action. It filled 
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ante aim discharged the water all over 

the people who stood looking f lies 

baby camel 

This method of throwing cold water 

upon the admirers of a rival brought a 
laugh even from its victims, 

Equally wise in making its calenla- 
filons was a cat that chose a peculiar 

spot for a bed, Comfort was the cat's 

object, aud the chosen spot did not | 

seen to be calculated to afford it. The 
cat was found fast asleep in a large 

sf p-bullding yard, lying on what 

crowd gathered abont 

nt 

seemed to be a very muddy path, i 

It was found, however, that the spot | 
chosen hy the eat for its couch was | 
the point at which a hot steam pipe 
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A Sea Cull Pet, 

Birds do not become tame nearly so | 
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The 

man thought and thought, with his 

forehead all wrinkled up. because he | 

wanted to be sure he had grasped the | 
question eMirely. At length his brow 

cleared and his eves brightened 

“1 think.” he said, “that I would | 
climb a tree” } 

“But,” said the planter, “1 have told | 
you that there was no tree in sight; the | 

nearest one was hundreds thousands | 
millions-of miles away, There was | 

not even a small bush, no growing 
thing save the little blades of grass, 

and you couldn't cHmb them, 1 sup 
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THE FLEXICON MOVEMENT, 

The New French Way of Marching Is 0id to 

the American Red Men. 
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Occupation of Clipping Poodles. 

made of ean 

taken up 

Miss Blanche 
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{ charge of some canine favorites whose 

owners cannot! bear them to be sent 

to shows withont some one being with 

thet them in their 

from home and friends, 

The Life of Seeds, 

An interesting note was  recenti, 

presented to the Paris Academy of 

Belences by Professor M. Gain, He 

has been making experiments with a 

to cheer absence 

{ portlon of some wheat grains found 
{in an Egyptian tomb. The grains are 

thought to be about 6.000 years old, 

and it was predicted at the time of 
their discovery that they would ger. 
minate and grow, Professor Gain, 

however, found that although the al 
bumen of the Kernel was apparently 
unaltered, the embryo Itself had une 
dergone some change which had en 

germinating power, 
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FEMININE TOPICS. 

Bernhardt on Diamonds - Archery Revived | 

in Paris High Heeled Shoe in Favor 

Some Handsome Dresses—Women as 

Baby Photographers Etc. Ete, 

Bernhardt on Diamonds, 
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wearing of diamonds destroys the 
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Fur Will Fly High Next Winter, 
A marked increase in the price of fur 

has musde., A 

of New York city Persian 
fur is the only variety on which he will 

able to make the price as 
last winter, An illustration of the great 
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luxury during coming 
season it has been decreed by fashion 

that boas shall be worn very long. the 

shortest of them reaching to the knees 

and the longest to the bottom of the 

gown, The boas are also to be quite 

wide, so that it will take a very com 
fortable number of skins to fabricate | 
a fashionable neck piece, 

to be ontdone, are to contain nearly | 
as mnch fur io their ornamentation | 

ns in their actual construction, A drop | 

plece of fur containing the head and | 

shoulders of the animal is to be added | 
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Life of Woman Miner in Alaska. 
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Fashion Hints. i 
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Laces used on everything this | 
fall, from chiffon to fur 

A frog of crystal 

are 

fortss a novel | 

fastening for a bolero or Eton jacket. | 

A three-sirap slipper, 

wign the and 

the acme of dressy fool wear 

with bead de 

on Tow wiro ow, fe sbout 

Some belts for evening wear 

of jewels 

are 

The 

or kid. 

Buckles retain their popularity and | 

increasing constantly in gine, | 
with Egyptian and other an | 

Among the new trimmings are highly 
effective bands of crash, nelge cloth 
and heavy ecru sk, eminoldered In | 
Bulgarian cross stitch, with silks of 
Oriental colors, 

The Eton jacket, in its new form, is | 

without revers, and is double breast. 
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A Simp e Lie 

The main wife, accord- 

ing traveller in Central Africa, 
are the cultivation and preparation of 

husband and children. 
Khe has fo do all the horing required, 

and this generally occupies the morn- 

ing and forenoon, On her return she 

duties of a 

io a 

and pay attention to the brewing of 

pombe (native beert. When the ufa is 
| cooked, so little does her lord and mas 
| ter appreciate all this work, so little 
does he even care for her, that she 

may not share hic meal, but wall pa- 

| tiently for what be may leave, or if he 
| hing not left enough, walt Ul he has 

finished cating before she may cook 
some for herself, Sach a thing as wo. 
men and girls eating ont of the same tirely destroyed ity 

drop plece falling at fu! seugth it wil) | ed, with «mall buttons and cord loops, | pot sa men and boys is never known. 
reach nearly to the knees. The “drop” | #0 hat it may be worn open or closed a : 
way be rolled up with the muff, so as! af Will. It is jaunty and effective. Two-thirds of the teachers in the 
to appear as If sewed to it, The un! The horseshoe, while not a par- | public schools of Chile are women. 
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pose. 1 repent there was no tree a 
nothing but the grass-coversd prairie A map may be sald to have reach 

and the bine sky and the charging, bel | od a ripe age when he beging to fall 
(Jowing bull and you-—nothing else, aly | off. * 

passed under the road, so that the mud | 
was baked into a warm, dry clay, | 

which made not only a clean, but an | 
artificially heated, sleeping place, 
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